
Farmers in Zimbabwe are anxiously watching their crops,
fearing the return of a plethora of new pests that recent-
ly spread to the southern African nation and devastated

harvests this year. Many cannot afford pesticide - or lack the
knowledge - to control fall armyworm, tomato leafminer, cot-
ton mealybug and other newcomer pests that arrived as cli-
mate change creates warmer, more conducive conditions.
“We don’t know what is happening,” said Lovemore
Muradzikwa, a small-scale maize farmer in the Mafuke area of
eastern Zimbabwe, who said he has already seen some of the
pests return. “There are small worms destroying our crops.
They are eating even wild plants. We don’t know what they
are,” he told the Thomson Reuters Foundation.

Shifting weather patterns linked to climate change -
including longer droughts and more intense rainfall - are
making farming more uncertain across much of southern
Africa. And the arrival of new pests - some of them adapted
to the changing conditions - is making life even harder for the
region’s embattled farmers. “A few farmers have done
research about these pests and many poor farmers don’t
know what to do. We don’t know why we are now experienc-
ing these pests which we never experienced before,” said
Muradzikwa.

Squashing Worms
Fall armyworm destroyed 20 percent of the country’s

maize crop last season, according to government figures, at a

time when the country was recovering from devastating
drought that had left more than 4 million people dependent
on food aid. The pest is a native of the Americas and was first
spotted in Africa in 2016. It has since spread across the conti-
nent. Zimbabwe’s Deputy Agriculture Minister Davis
Mharapira said the country is prepared for a possible out-

break this season.  “Our agricultural extension officers are on
the ground teaching farmers across the country about fall
armyworm. We are advising farmers to report any sightings of
fall armyworm as soon as possible,” Mharapira said in a tele-
phone interview. Fall armyworm was first seen in Zimbabwe in
September 2016, and became more prevalent in January and
February when it was spotted across the country, according

to a joint report by the government and UN agencies. Some
farmers “resorted to handpicking and squashing the worms in
an attempt to control them”, or used pesticides. 

But 60 percent of farms affected by the pests did not take
any measures to control them, resulting in extensive damage
to crops, the 2017 Rural Livelihoods Assessment Report said.
Many countries in Africa have reported other new crop pests
and diseases including banana bunchy top virus in
Mozambique, South Africa and Malawi, and maize lethal
necrosis in Kenya, Tanzania and Rwanda, and elsewhere. 

Globally, the spread of pests and diseases across borders
has increased dramatically in recent years with trade playing
a role as well as climate change, according to the U.N. Food
and Agriculture Organization. Lawrence Nyagwande, a
plant expert and the Manicaland manager of Environment
Africa, a non-governmental organization, said climate
change in Zimbabwe was creating warmer conditions con-
ducive for new crop pests and diseases. “Agriculture exten-
sion officers must work hard to educate farmers about these
new pests,” he said.

Blessing Zimunya, a farmer and traditional leader in
Chitora area, south of Mutare in eastern Zimbabwe’s
Manicaland Province, said farmers fear the return of fall
armyworm this season. “We are not sure yet whether we will
face the same armyworm problem this season. Many farmers
were caught unawares ...  Farmers do not have knowledge
about these new pests,” Zimunya said.  —Reuters
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In the early hours of Tuesday in the northern UK cities of
Sheffield and Chesterfield, armed police blew open doors
of homes and a Muslim community center, arresting four
men aged between 22 and 41. Scanty information given to
the news media spoke of a planned “Christmas bomb
attack,” now presumably averted. The police, it emerged,
were acting on information given by the secret services,
probably the domestic service, MI5.

Britain has suffered four Islamist militant attacks this
year, with 35 people killed, 22 of these mainly young peo-
ple at a concert in Manchester. There has been one
apparent “revenge” attack, when a man drove into a
crowd of worshippers outside of a London mosque,
killing one. Nine allegedly planned attacks have been
averted by the secret services - which, with the police,
are monitoring some 3,000 people who might prove dan-
gerous. Law enforcers cannot, as they constantly repeat,
always foil every plot, but so far they may have stopped
the worst.

Fear of attacks - however infrequently they occur -
has changed public perceptions of security agencies. The
fear prompts support for, even dependence on, the work
of the secret services; institutions which now, in the
Western world, stand high in popular esteem and with
strong public support for more resources and powers.

Skepticism
Security forces not been uniformly admired, and usu-

ally not at all in liberal society, which maintains a suspi-
cion of their methods and motive. Liberals and leftists can
see them - as Noam Chomsky has said of the CIA - as
agencies existing to do “ugly stuff”. Skepticism of the
services’ actions has a long and honorable history, rooted
in the fear of loss of democratic control. 

In his memoirs, the former US Secretary of State Dean
Acheson (1949-53) wrote that he warned President Harry
Truman that the CIA, which came into existence in his
presidency (1945-53), would become too powerful - “nei-
ther he, the National Security Council nor anyone else
would be in a position to know what it was doing or to
control it.”

These anxieties were neither groundless nor mis-
placed. America, unlike several European countries, did
not have an organized spy agency until World War
Two, and the country’s congenital bias against an over-
weening state, as well as the brutal examples of both
the Nazi SS and the Soviet Union’s KGB, lay behind
Acheson’s warning. 

Thus, though constrained by politicians, the judiciary
and the press, the US intelligence services remain on
constant probation. It is an attitude of suspicion justified,
many believed, by the 2014 revelations of Edward
Snowden, who disclosed that the National Security
Agency was collecting the phone records of millions of
Americans and had tapped directly into the servers of
international firms like Facebook, Google, Microsoft and
Yahoo.

Extraordinary Shift
The protests over the surveillance have been largely

forgotten. In an extraordinary shift in public sentiment,
the American secret services, battered by a president
who veers between praise and vitriol for the agencies,
have now emerged as defenders of constitutional propri-
ety, and thus democracy. To this add the role they and
police forces play in uncovering and averting terrorist
attacks - with many more successes after the 9/11 attacks
to concentrate minds - and the result is an implicit agree-
ment between most of the left and the right that the
secret services are the nation’s stalwart defenders.

So it is in much of Western Europe. The heads of the
British agencies, traditionally men and women who lived
in the deepest obscurity, now from time to time give
speeches - usually, as Andrew Parker, head of MI5 did in
October, to warn that the “terrorist threat from Islamist
extremists” is increasing. “That threat is multidimensional,
evolving rapidly, and operating at a scale and pace we’ve
not seen before,” said Parker. These warnings, whether by
design or not, increase public dependence on the agen-
cies - which have, over the past few years, seen a huge
increase in staffing and resources.

European agencies go through similar cycles: French
spies, once rocked by accusations of spying on journalists
and political rivals on the secret orders of President
Nicolas Sarkozy, now claim to have won independence
from presidential meddling and are recognized as among
the best agents in the world. They are aggressively
recruiting communications specialists and linguists to
assist them in preventing the kind of extremist attacks
that made 2015 and 2016 into some of the bloodiest in
Europe.

The German government is greatly increasing the
budgets of both its domestic and foreign agencies, and
plowing much of the increased money into wider and
closer surveillance of communications - a move that
sparked sharp debate in a country still sensitive to accu-
sations of secret service power, but usually obtaining
wide public support.

In Italy, a 2007 law ended the deep and sometimes
venomous divisions between the Italian services, placing
them under control of a Security Intelligence Department,
itself responsible to the prime minister. The agencies now
claim that “past memories of ... inefficiencies” are distant
(an optimistic boast), as are alleged secret service links to
the 1980 bombing of the Bologna train station that killed
85. The security services, the object of vast amounts of
fiction, good and bad, have emerged in the past year as a
democratic fact. —Reuters
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From big screen 
to big impact: 
Five celebrities 
who give back

Popularity and awareness of social enterprises -
businesses that trade to address social problems -
has flourished in recent years. From A-list actors to

celebrity chefs, here are five famous faces running busi-
nesses with a mission to do good:

Hugh Jackman
Famous for playing character Wolverine in the “X-

Men” series of films, Australian actor High Jackman first
stuck his tungsten talons into social enterprise in 2011
after a trip to Ethiopia. On the trip Jackman helped out
local coffee farmer Dukale for a day and saw coffee trad-
ed, sparking an interest in fair trade which ensures grow-
ers get a fair price for their crop. Laughing Man coffee
was founded in 2011 to trade directly with growers, with a
Laughing Man coffee shop opening in New York’s
Manhattan.

Next came a tie-up with Keurig, a popular coffee
machine in the United States with Laughing Man pods
now available. Keurig then introduced Jackman to Kroger,
a major US supermarket chain, according to CBS News.
Laughing Man coffee is now available in 1,800 stores
across the United States. All the profits go towards edu-
cation, community development and new business devel-
opment projects in the developing world, according to the
Laughing Man website.

Rosario Dawson
US actress Rosario Dawson, star of “Men in Black II”

and “Sin City”, launched her social enterprise Studio 189
with best friend Abrima Erwiah in 2013 after travelling in
Africa, according to the project’s website. Studio 189 sells
clothes that challenge the idea of cheap, mass produced,
fast fashion with the garments handmade in Ghana with a
focus on African patterns and fabrics while paying a

decent wage to the people who create them. Studio 189 is
a part of the United Nations Ethical Fashion Initiative
which aims to build a responsible fashion industry where
workers earn a living wage in good conditions while also
protecting the environment.

Pharrell Williams
The Grammy award-winning US producer and per-

former Pharrell Williams has been creative director of
social enterprise Bionic since 2010. Bionic takes plastic,
shreds it, heats it and spins it into two types of yarn used
to make everything from jeans to the roof linings and car
seat covers. To date Bionic said by email that it has recy-
cled nine million bottles by making the material. This num-
ber will grow as Bionic has partnered with the charity
Waterkeeper’s Alliance to use plastic found in the sea and
washing up on the coast. The United Nations has warned
that if current pollution rates continue, there will be more
plastic in the sea than fish by 2050.

Michael Sheen
It was at Social Saturday, an annual event that encour-

ages people to spend money on goods and services that
have a positive social impact, that Welsh actor Michael
Sheen declared his interest in social enterprise. Donning a
Social Saturday T-shirt in 2016, the actor, famous for his
roles in the “Twilight Saga” and Oscar nominated film
“Frost/Nixon”, said he wanted to understand how social
enterprise might be useful to his home country.

In April 2017 it was announced that he would become
a patron of industry body Social Enterprise UK. At an
awards event in November he told the Thomson Reuters
Foundation he would launch his own social enterprise in
2018. “Social enterprise is one of those tools for commu-
nities that want to create their own opportunities, like
where I come from in the South Wales valleys,”
Sheen said. He plans to start a “community hub” in
Port Talbot to help people start community-owned
businesses and services, as threats to the steel
industry have put traditional jobs at risk.

Jamie Oliver
British celebrity chef Jamie Oliver started his

restaurant Fifteen in London in 2002 when he was
just 26. It was named after the number of disadvan-
taged young people Oliver attempted to train as chefs
there. The first group were all unemployed; some were
truants who’d left school without qualifications, others
had anger management issues. To date, a third of all

candidates have had a brush with the law, Matthew
Thomson, Fifteen’s managing director, told the Thomson
Reuters Foundation.

New chefs have three months training in professional
cookery at college which is followed by 11 months of
work in a Jamie Oliver restaurant. The last month
involves work experience elsewhere, which can lead to a
job. Further Fifteen restaurants were opened in
Amsterdam and in Cornwall in southwest England. Over
500 chefs have been trained, with 80 percent of them
still working in kitchens. —Reuters 
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